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T - 624 - C5R & C6R
5-BLADE CRIMPER

General description
Use the Malco C5R (5-Blade Crimper) and C6R (Offset Pipe Crimper) to downsize stove pipe and round metal duct 
to create a male connection for joining sections.  The five blades of this versatile job-site hand tool produce a 1-5/8 
inch (41.28 mm) long, shallow, double crimp that replicates factory indentations and ensures a tight fitting, leak-proof 
connection.  The connection is also more self-supporting during installation.  A handle closing stop maintains a consis-
tent crimp. Hardened all-steel construction and a nickel chrome finish ensure long service life. The Malco C5R and 
C6R Crimper also features ergonomic RedLine Handle technology.  An Engineered handle opening compliments the 
natural power stroke of any user’s hand and maximizes the powerful 7:1 mechanical advantage of compound-lever-
age head to handle linkage.  Comfortable handle grip contours, a non-slip grip insert, spring handle actuation and a 
thumb-operated handle latch ensure a natural fit and feel for comfortable one hand operation anywhere on the job.
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Information contained herein is based on careful tests and experience. It reflects our knowledge and is for guidance purpose only. It is given in good faith and user should ensure that the product is fit for purpose 
before any application. The quoted values are average and should not be taken as maximum or minimum values for specific purposes. Manufacturer and distributor are not responsible for any non-recommended 
use or consequential damage.

Application

DESCRIPTION TROATH DEPTH

C5R 5-Blade Crimper 41,3 mm

C6R Offset Pipe Crimper 41,3 mm

• Capacities Galvanized steel 

0.60mm

• Capacities Stainless steel 

0.45mm

• Throat depth : 41,3 mm

• Capacities Galvanized steel

0.60mm

• Capacities Stainless steel 

0.45mm

• Throat depth : 41,3 mm

Technical description

C5R 5-Blade Crimper C6R Offset Pipe Crimper

Technical specifications

C5R 5-Blade Crimper C6R Offset Pipe Crimper


